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It is a pleasure, as usual, to meet with the Direct 

Marketing Association. I am happy to be here today to talk with 

you about issues facing both DMA and the Commission as well as 

some of our shared goals. ~ou may be happy to know that I will 

not be talking about postal rates for third class mail. 

Both DMA and the Commission are faced with the proliferation 

of new direct marketing techniques such as infomericals and 900-

numbers. Like the Commission, DMA must attempt to address the 

problems associated with new technologies as they develop. The 

challenge for the FTC in the 1990's will be to fashion a program 

that provides strong national consumer protection in a changing 

environment without unduly interfering with dynamic and 

competitive market forces. As the explosion of information and 

marketing technology continues, it seems to me that it is 

imperative that your industry mount a vigilant defense against 

the fraud artists who would tarnish your legitimate efforts to 

communicate with and market to consumers. 

Today I would like to talk to you about how the Commission 

has begun to scrutinize some of the problems associated with 

infomercials and 900-numbers. In addition, I will talk about 

our efforts in ~he telemarketing area, some general advertising 

issues and the Mail Order Rule. 

One of the newest forms of direct marketing, is the 

"infomercial" or 30-minute commercial program. Viewed by some as 

the "electronic mail order" business of the future, these 
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seemingly ubiquitous programs have gotten the industry off to a 

start with a shaky reputation. 

What distinguishes the 30-minute infomercials from 

traditional advertising is the lengths that some producers go to 

hide the fact that the program is an advertisement at all. That 

fact is what attracted so much attention to this new format. The 

Commission's first action against an infomercial producer was one 

where the complaint alleged deception in the format of the 

program, but did not challenge the claims made for the 

sunglasses, the subject of the program. 1 In subsequent cases 

involving a variety of products, from diet patches to baldness 

cures to bee pollen, the Commission has attacked the claims for 

the product being sold, as well as the format of the show. 

In some instances infomercials are marketers using new 

technology to market old products. That point was brought home 

dramatically in the case of a company called Twin Star 

Productions, Inc., 2 where the Commission obtained a cease and 

desist order and an agreement to make refunds of $1.5 million. 

The Commission learned a lot about the informercial business 

because of Twin Star. In an SEC registration statement for a 

public stock offering -- a public document, of course -- Twin 

Star laid out the economics of the infomercial business and gave 

1 JS&A Group, Inc. et al., 111 FTC 522 (1989). 

2 Twin Star Productions, Inc., C-3307 (Oct. 2, 1990). 
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a glimpse of where the industry will have to go if it is to have 

a viable future in the direct marketing industry. 

The potential impact of the FTC's action on Twin Star is 

clear from its SEC disclosure that three of the products it had 

to discontinue because of government actions had accounted for 

78% of its sales during 1988. Twin Star disclosed that it sells 

many of the same products through mail order catalogs, and these 

sales although made at a price lower than through its infomercial 

programs, produce a higher gross profit margin due to the fact 

that the overhead for these sales does not include the cost of 

broadcast time. Thus, we can expect, I believe, the same old 

products to be marketed through catalogue sales, telemarketing 

efforts, and other direct marketing means. Therefore, the 

Commission and its staff will have to maintain the same attentive 

approach to marketers and products, whether marketed through 

infomercials or some other medium. 

I emphasize, however, that the Commission has not tried to 

"kill" the infomercial industry. To the contrary, we have tried 

to bring cases and otherwise manage our work in a way that will 

allow legitimate infomercials to achieve whatever degree of 

success a free market allows. 

Recently, Advertising Age announced that General Motors 

would be attempt·ing a 30-minute program for its Saturn car and, 

in the same issue, it reports that the State of Arizona plans 

half-hour ads to sell visitors on Arizona. It is not surprising 

that neither GM nor Arizona refers to its product as an 
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"infomercial," using such other new terms as "documercial" to 

distinguish it from its less elegant ancestor. If the FTC's 

efforts result simultaneously in weeding out fraud and nurturing 

a new medium for legitimate direct marketing, the Commission and 

its staff will indeed have made a worthwhile contribution. 

The Commission has also begun looking at another relatively 

new type of marketing involving the telephone -- the growing 

misuse of "900" telephone numbers. The 900-number phenomenon, 

where the consumer pays a fee for each call, is an innovative 

means of marketing information that can, and often does, benefit 

consumers. Although 900-numbers can provide valuable information 

and services, such as weather, sports, and opinion polls, there 

has been a proliferation of unscrupulous 900-number providers. 

Scam operators have learned that by using the 900-number service, 

they can make money merely by persuading consumers to place a 

call, rather than having to get them to provide their credit card 

number. 

Although the Commission's jurisdiction over common carriers, 

is limited, it has brought several actions against some of the 

information providers. The ta~gets of the Commission actions to 

date have involved information providers who fail to disclose in 

advertising that the call costs money or the full cost of the 

call. In addition, the Commission actions have involved 

situations where the consumer is induced to make the call through 

false promises. The product or service promoted may offer 

useless credit cards to persons with bad credit histories, travel 
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packages no one can use, or bogus employment placement 

information. Many people only realize after they have incurred 

the charge, that they have been duped. 

The Commission recently announced the first settlement in a 

900-number case with FTC v. Transworld Courier Service. 3 In that 

case, it was alleged that the defendants ran help-wanted 

classified advertisements for construction workers and listed a 

toll-free 800 telephone number for applicants to call. When 

consumers called the 800-number a recording instructed them to 

dial a 900-number if they were interested in a job. Neither the 

newspaper advertisement nor the tape recorded message on the 800 

line disclosed that there was a charge of $15 to $18 for calling 

the 900-number. Moreover, the defendants routinely failed to 

provide any job information to those consumers who did call. 

The court recently approved a settlement in this case 

requiring defendants to pay $1 million in consumer redress. 

The settlement also required that the defendants include a 

complete cost disclosure in future 900-number ads and to include 

a "preamble" at the beginning of each toll call telling callers 

they can hang up after hearing-the preamble and thereby avoid the 

charge. The Commission is currently litigating three other 900-

number cases in federal court and has a number of other 

investigations underway, so you can expect to see more in this 

area in the future. 

3 FTC v. Transworld Courier Services, No. 1:90 CV-1635-
JOF ( N • D • · Ga • ) 
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The Commission continues to bring traditional telemarketing 

cases including investment frauds in such items as rare coins, 

art, gemstones, and gold mine interests. Almost all these scams 

share promises that the investment is low risk, will yield a high 

return, and must be acted upon quickly. Many of these scams are 

quite sophisticated. For example, the Commission filed a case in 

federal court last fall that involved what amount to a leveraged 

investment in precious metals. 4 The defendants represented that 

the investment was low risk with a high yield. In fact, it was 

an extremely risky investment where some consumers lost 

everything when they received a margin call and were unable to 

come up with more money to cover the margin. The Commission's 

telemarketing efforts also involve sellers of water purifiers, 

vacation packages, and the resale of timeshare or recreational 

property, just to name a few. 

The Commission brings these fraud cases in federal court to 

stop the frauds and to obtain redress for consumers. Under 

appropriate circumstances, we are able to proceed ex parte and 

seek a Temporary Restraining Order and freeze the proposed 

defendants assets, in order to·provide redress to consumers at 

the conclusion of the case. 

You may be interested in learning about a settlement the 

Commission announced last week that is the largest settlement in 

4 FTC v. Group America Inc., et al. Civil No. 90-4913 
H.L.H (Ex}, C.D. CA (Sept. 13, 1990). 
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